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1 INTRODUCTION
As planned in the Description of Work, during the last year PREFORMA organised an
international conference with the aim to present the final results of the project to the wider
audience, to share the consortium’s plans for the adoption and the sustainability of the project’s
outcomes and to discuss about future challenges and opportunities in digital preservation.
The conference was originally supposed to be organised in Stockholm, hosted by the
PREFORMA project coordinator, the National Archives of Sweden. However, due to the fact that
the Estonian EU Presidency have been anticipated by 6 months as a consequence of the
BREXIT, taking place in the second half of 2017, the PREFORMA consortium discussed the
possibility to move the conference in Tallinn in order to have the possibility to link it to the
programme of the EU Presidency. This change has been proposed then to the EC Project Officer
and, once agreed, it was formalised in an amendment of the PREFORMA contract.
The Estonian Ministry of Culture, which is one of the PREFORMA partners and procurers, took
over the organisation of the conference which was hosted at the National Library of Estonia. No
budget shift was planned between Riksarkivet and the Estonian Ministry of Culture and all the
direct costs for the organisation of the conference has been invoiced to the PREFORMA project
coordinator, as originally planned.
This deliverable provides a report of the conference and it is composed by 6 main chapters and
1 Annex:


Chapter 1 is the introduction.



Chapter 2 describes how the conference was organised and how the programme was
structured.



Chapter 3 represents the core of the deliverable and provides a report of what has been
discussed during the conference.



Chapter 4 describes the dissemination activities that have been carried out to promote the
event.



Chapter 5 provides an overview of the people who attended the conference.



Chapter 6 provides the conclusion.

The deliverable is complemented by an Annex which includes all the presentations that have
been delivered by the speakers.
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2 EVENT ORGANISATION
2.1 CONFERENCE VENUE
The PREFORMA International Conference was hosted by the National Library of Estonia.
The National Library of Estonia (in Estonian: Eesti Rahvusraamatukogu) is the custodian of
Estonian national memory and heritage, and acts as the repository centre of the Estonian
literature and national bibliography, the main information provider for the Estonian parliament and
many other constitutional institutions, a national centre of library and information sciences, a site
for the continuing education of librarians, and also as a cultural centre.
The National Library building at Tõnismägi in Tallinn, specially designed for the library, was
constructed between 1985 and 1993 and it is until now the largest library in the Baltic countries.
It houses 20 reading rooms with 600 reader’s seats, a large conference hall, a theatre hall and
numerous exhibition areas.
Due to its convenient location in the centre of Tallinn and a wide range of conference rooms and
services, the National Library is a unique venue for holding different events, offering comfortable
and stylish conference rooms, modern technical facilities and flexible service packages. The
Conference Centre is located on the ground and first floor of the Library with an adjoining spacious
foyer and a catering complex. In the foyer there are two cloakrooms for visitors, a book shop, and
an exhibition hall.

Fig.1 Estonian National Library building

The plenary sessions and the main track of the conference were held in the Conference Hall, a
very big and modern auditorium which can accommodate up to 300 persons and which is already
equipped with all the necessary technology and facilities to serve the needs of PREFORMA.
Simultaneous interpretation (two interpreters’ booths), audio-visual technology, a slide projector,
computers, and Internet connection are available in the room. The Conference Hall is provided
with an excellent sound and lighting apparatus, stage (4 x 9 m), large screen (9 x 6,5m), partially
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ascending floor, and a grand piano. During the PREFORMA conference the stage was equipped
with a desk for the keynote speeches and tables and armchairs for the panel discussions.

Fig.2 Conference Hall

The coffee breaks and the networking lunch have been organised in the foyer, a very spacious
area besides the entrance of the beautiful building. The foyer hosted also posters and demo
sessions in order for participants to have the possibility to talk with the authors of the posters and
to see live demos of the PREFORMA tools while having their coffee and lunch break.

Fig. 3 National Library foyer
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2.2 PROGRAMME COMMITTEE
A Programme Committee (PC) was set up including the following representatives from the project
consortium:


Claudio Prandoni (AEDEKA Srl)



Marju Niinemaa (Estonian Ministry of Culture)



Eva-Maria Artus (National Library of Estonia)



Börje Justrell (National Archives of Sweden)



Antonella Fresa (Promoter Srl)

The PC focused on the definition of the programme and on the logistics and organisational
aspects (venue, catering, registration, promotion, etc.). In particular, the PC main role was to:


Define the Call for posters



Structure the event programme



Select and invite the keynote speakers



Coordinating the logistics of the event



Coordinating the speakers



Setting up and monitoring the event registrations



Establishing strategic partnerships with international, national and local authorities and
initiatives



Coordinating the dissemination of the event and the participants’ recruitment activities



Selecting and Coordinating the external providers



Monitoring the event budget

2.3 EVENT PROGRAMME
The compilation of the programme was done taking also into consideration the following aspects:


two plenaries: an opening plenary with welcome addresses by local authorities and a
speech about PREFORMA to be delivered by the project coordinator, and a closing
plenary summarising the discussions and presenting the plans for the future



two parallel sessions: a main track discussing current and future challenges in digital
preservation, how the PREFORMA tools can help memory institutions to improve their
preservation workflow and policy, and how these tools can be sustained as open source
projects after the end of PREFORMA; a demo track where participants can have a closer
look at the PREFORMA tools, try to use them and ask questions to the developers



five keynote speeches to be accommodated



two panels (experiences from memory institutions using the PREFORMA tools and
business models around open source software) to be included



a poster session to be accommodated.

Thus, for the development of the programme of the Conference, the PREFORMA consortium
decided to schedule the Conference as it follows:
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Wednesday 11 October 2017
10:00 – 11:00 Registration and welcome coffee
11:00 – 12,30 Opening Plenary: Shaping our Future Memory Standards, Conference Hall
Chair: Antonella Fresa, Promoter Srl, Technical Coordinator of PREFORMA project


Welcome messages (Kristel Veimann, National Library of Estonia; Tarvi Sits, Estonian
Ministry of Culture)



Conformance checking and file format validation in PREFORMA (Börje Justrell, National
Archives of Sweden, Coordinator of the PREFORMA project)



Why can’t they (files, formats, software, users, standards…) all just get along? (Julia Kim,
American Folklife Center, Library of Congress)

12:30 – 13:00 Demo & poster pitches
13:00 – 14:00 Lunch break and visit to the poster session
14:00 – 15:30 Main Track: Long-term 14:00 – 15:30 Demo Track: Live demos and
preservation of digital cultural content, hands-on sessions, Exhibition Desks
Conference Hall
Exhibitors: veraPDF Consortium, Easy
Chair: Antonella Fresa, Promoter Srl
Innova, MediaArea


The digital preservation landscape:
challenges and opportunities (Raivo
Ruusalepp, National Library of Estonia)



Safeguarding Digital Heritage through
Sustained Use of Legacy Software
(Natasa Milic-Frayling, University of
Nottingham, UNESCO/PERSIST)



Live demos of
checkers



Hands-on sessions showing how to
install, configure and use the
conformance checkers, how to define
your own preservation policy using the
tools, and how to check whether your
digital files comply with the standard
specifications and with your own
acceptance criteria

the conformance

15:30 – 16:00 Coffee break and visit to the poster session
16:00 – 17:00 Panel discussion: Experiences 16:00 – 17:00 Demo Track: Live demos and
from
memory
institutions
using
the hands-on sessions, Exhibition Desks
PREFORMA tools, Conference Hall
Exhibitors: veraPDF Consortium, Easy
Chair: Bert Lemmens, PACKED vzw
Innova, MediaArea


Panellists:
Erwin
Verbruggen,
Netherlands Institute for Sound and
Vision; Erik Buelinckx, Belgium Royal
Institute for Cultural Heritage; Klas
Jadeglans, National Archives of
Sweden, Media Converting Centre;
David Iglésias Franch, Municipality of
Girona, Centre for Image Research
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and Diffusion; Bengt Neiss, National
Library of Sweden; Marju Niinemaa,
Estonian Ministry of Culture
17:00 – 18:00 Guided tour of the National Library of Estonia

Thursday 12 October 2017
09:00 – 09:30 Registration
09:30 – 11:00 Main Track: The future of digital 09:30 – 11:00 Demo Track: Live demos and
preservation, Conference Hall
hands-on sessions, Exhibition Desks
Chair: Mirjam Rääbis, Estonian Ministry of Exhibitors: veraPDF
Culture
Innova, MediaArea




Situation and perspectives for digital
preservation among cultural heritage
institutions (Monika Hagedorn-Saupe,
Prussian
Cultural
Heritage
Foundation, Institute for Museum
Research)

Consortium,



Live demos
checkers



Hands-on sessions

of

the

Easy

conformance

Back to the future? Digital preservation
needs of future users anticipated today
(Milena
Dobreva-McPherson,
University College London Qatar)

11:00 – 11:30 Coffee break and visit to the poster session
11:30 – 12:30 Panel discussion: Business models around open source software, Conference Hall
Chair: Peter Bubestinger-Steindl, AudioVisual Research & Development


Panellists: Carl Wilson, Open Preservation Foundation; Klas Jadeglans, National Archives
of Sweden, Media Converting Centre; Jérôme Martinez, MediaArea.net

12:30 – 13:00 Closing Plenary: Conclusion, Conference Hall


Looking after PREFORMA (Börje Justrell, National Archives of Sweden)

2.4 SPEAKERS AND PANELLISTS
In the occasion of the final conference of PREFORMA, several experts, inside and outside the
PREFORMA consortium, have been invited to present their views and share with the audience
the state of the art and future challenges in the digital preservation landscape.
As external speakers and chairs, the conference organising committee invited:


Kristel Veimann, Director of Library Services in the National Library of Estonia



Tarvi Sits, Undersecretary (Cultural heritage) at the Estonian Ministry of Culture



Julia Kim, Digital Assets Specialist at the American Folklife Center at the Library of
Congress
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Raivo Ruusalepp, Head of development at the National Library of Estonia



Natasa Milic-Frayling, Professor and Chair of Data Science at the School of Computer
Science, University of Nottingham and Chair of the Technology and Research Workgroup
for UNESCO PERSIST



Milena Dobreva-McPherson, Associate Professor at the University College London
Qatar and principal investigator for projects in digital preservation and digital libraries
funded by the European Commission, JISC, and the Scottish Funding Council



Peter Bubestinger-Steindl, specialised in coordinating and deploying paid Open Source
solutions for high-quality demanding use-cases in professional institutions

Several representatives of the PREFORMA partners also contributed to the conference, either
chairing some session or participating as panellists in the round table discussions:


Börje Justrell former Director and Head of Operational Support at the National Archives
of Sweden and Coordinator of the PREFORMA project



Antonella Fresa, Director of Promoter Srl and Technical Coordinator of the PREFORMA
project



Claudio Prandoni, Managing Director of AEDEKA Srl and Innovation Manager of the
PREFORMA project



Bert Lemmens, researcher at PACKED vzw



Erwin Verbruggen User Studies and Digital Preservation Expert at the Research &
Development department of the Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision



Erik Buelinckx, responsible for several Belgian and European projects at KIK-IRPA’s
department of documentation and for the institute’s documentary image databases



Klas Jadeglans, IT-architect at the Media Conversion Centre (MKC) departement of the
National Archives of Sweden



David Iglésias Franch, archival technician at the Centre for Image Research and
Diffusion (CRDI) from Girona City Council



Bengt Neiss, IT-architect and operation manager at the National Library of Sweden



Marju Niinemaa, Chief Specialist of Cultural Heritage Department at Estonian Ministry of
Culture



Mirjam Rääbis, adviser on museum at the Ministry of Culture



Monika Hagedorn-Saupe, Head of the department “Visitor related museum research and
museum statistics” of the Institut für Museumsforschung (Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,
Stiftung Preußischer Kulturbesitz) and Deputy Director of the Institute
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Fig. 4 Representatives of the PREFORMA Consortium during a panel discussion

Finally, Carl Wilson from the Open Preservation Foundation, Boris Doubrov from Dual Lab,
Josep Lluis De La Rosa and Víctor Muñoz from the University of Girona and Jérôme Martinez
from MediaArea provided an introduction to the PREFORMA tools and participated in the final
panel about sustainability and open source representing the suppliers who worked as
subcontractors in PREFORMA for the development of the conformance checkers,.
More detailed information about the speakers
http://finalconference.preforma-project.eu/speakers/.
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3 EVENT REPORT
3.1.1 MAIN TRACK
Day 1. Wednesday 11 October 2017
Participants were welcomed by Kristel Veimann, National Library of Estonia and Tarvi Sits,
Estonian Ministry of Culture.
Borje Justrell, PREFORMA coordinator gave an overview of the project which aims to give
memory institutions full control over the digital files they receive by ensuring they conform to the
format specification. PREFORMA is now in the final phase of testing the three conformance
checkers for PDF/A (veraPDF), TIFF (DPF Manager) and Matroska, Linear Pulse Code
Modulation and FF Video Codec 1 (MediaConch). As well as developing software, each supplier
has contributed to the creation or improvement of the respective standard specification. The
conformance checkers check that files conform to the standard and allow memory institutions to
apply their own policy restrictions. Borje remarked that there are still a large number of other
formats for which there is no conformance checker available.

Fig.5 Introduction to PREFORMA by Borje Justrell

Julia Kim from the American Folklife Center at the Library of Congress gave a talk called ‘Why
can’t they (files, formats, software, users, standards…) all just get along?’ She feels the value in
the PREFORMA project is not just in the tools and papers published, but also development of a
community.
Institutions increasingly rely on tools where documentation is not available while standards are
not necessarily widely followed or adopted – and can be interpreted differently. This can be
exacerbated by a lack of clarity as to where responsibility for these tools and standards lie. A
PREFORMA Deliverable D4.7
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study by the National Digital Stewardship Residencies titled “What makes a digital steward”,
ranked standards and best practices skills last in importance.
Julia described the language of PREFORMA as revolutionary; ‘taking full control’ is at odds with
the neutrality statements often used by memory institutions. Archivists are usually at the end of
the lifecycle and it is difficult for some organisations to enforce submission guidelines after content
has been created.

Fig. 6 ‘Why can’t they (files, formats, software, users, standards…) all just get along?’ by Julia Kim

PREFORMA provides a unique opportunity to determine the rules of the game. Many want a yes
or no answer to their questions. The Federal Agencies Digital Guidelines Initiative (FADGI) has
similarities to PREFORMA. If they want new tools, standards or technical guidelines they
collectively commission a third party contractor to create them. FADGI also helps to creative long
lasting relationships amongst the agencies, and promotes widespread adoption of the standards
and outputs.
The talk ended with a question about what happens after PREFORMA ends. It is important that
the tools and relationships are sustained and there an opportunity to expand the model for other
formats.
The morning session concluded with pitches for the validator demos and posters.
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Fig.7 Poster and demo pitches

After lunch, the conference programme continued with a talk about the digital preservation
landscape and the challenges and opportunities by Raivo Ruusalepp from the National Library
of Estonia.
Estonia currently hosts its first presidency of the Council of the European Union. This involves a
large number of meetings, discussing topics such as culture, education and e-government. Raivo
noted that the words efficiency, access and trust are often mentioned when addressing these
topics, but preservation is not. A contributing factor to this is that the standards in our community
are not as widely adopted as standards in other communities.

Fig. 8 ‘The digital preservation landscape: challenges and opportunities’ by Raivo Ruusalepp
PREFORMA Deliverable D4.7
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Raivo compared digital preservation to cooking, and described how we have our own traditions
(processes), but adopt ingredients (standards, tools) and make them our own.
At the beginning of 2017 a new Legal Deposit Copy Act law was introduced in Estonia. The library
now receives a copy of anything serialised or printed deposited as a digital version. Digitisation is
a finite project. It is a new era and they do not need to digitise contemporary material. There has
been an anticipated step up in the volume and complexity of files they receive and, in response,
the library updated its digital preservation policy, revised its list of accepted file formats and has
defined new service levels based on the NDSA matrix of digital preservation services.
The library has implemented more automated processes in their workflows to check the quality
of files they receive. They have reconceptualised their digital preservation system to encompass
all content types. Information needs to outlive the system(s) that produced it and standards act
as tools for systems’ interoperability.
They need to make appraisal decisions for the future. This is a question of judgment when building
collections, helping inform the decision regarding the type of repository required. The library is
focusing on ingest to reduce the preservation workload, and is pushing responsibility upstream to
the creators. They plan to use veraPDF to not only to defend position of library, but to raise
awareness amongst publishers about the quality of the content they are producing.
There are lots of tools, widgets and services available, too many. They recently assessed over
200 digital preservation tools to find out if they are still alive or supported and if documentation is
available. They found that only a fraction actually are maintained. The community still needs
similar software to the conformance checkers that PREFORMA has commissioned. Memory
institutions do not have specialist staff for every format they need to preserve. Returning to his
cooking metaphor, Raivo said there is a maturity in the field; organisations can choose to be in
the ‘kitchen’ and create their own products, or they can commission a service or tool they need –
go to a restaurant. By investing in open source tools, organisations can understanding what it
happening inside them.
Raivo called on organisations to become more resilient. We should not just be looking at longevity,
sustainability, and automation but we should ‘have the capacity to prepare for disruptions, recover
from shocks and stresses, and adapt and grow from a disruptive experience’.
He concluded that as digital preservation continues to mature, we as a community need to:


Learn to be resilient



Make good use of standards



Build new competencies and skills

Natasa Milic-Frayling from the UNESCO PERSIST Programme was up next talking about
‘Safeguarding Digital Heritage through Sustained Use of Legacy Software’. She explained that
innovation happens because there is demand in the market. The biggest danger to software
sustainability and access to content that is rendered on that machine, happens when the company
who created the software no longer exists. Open source is a good way of eliminating this
dependency, however, there is still little understanding about the standards.
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Fig.9 ‘Safeguarding Digital Heritage through Sustained Use of Legacy Software’ by Natasa Milic-Frayling

The digital ecosystem is complex with a large number of dependencies and different layers. As
well as the technologies used such as the operating system and servers, and the digital assets
that are created such as data streams and documents, the user experience has become more
important. Digital assets cannot be used without a programme to interpret the bits and consistency
is important.
Both digitised and born digital copy are subject to the same issues of obsolescence, and they still
need a reader to view e.g. PDFs. The questions is, how do we enable prolonged use of software?
We are facing different threats: the hardware may still be available, but the expertise about that
system may disappear if the creating organisations folds. Standards evolve, we need to be
prepared for the next versions and think about how to manage the lifecycle of a document. IT
companies can bring technology to the community and take it away again – their goal is to attract
customers, the do not necessarily share a vision for long term preservation.
There are a number of digital preservation strategies used today. Migration means you say
goodbye to the original file, and perhaps lose some interaction within it. Another option is to keep
the original file and port the application to the new environment. You could virtualize legacy
software environment through a virtual machine using the old computing stack and run the original
files and software. Natasa recommended a hybrid strategy combining virtualization and format
transformation.
She introduced the UNESCO memory of the world programme and their objective to:


Ensure that documentation is available to all, without barriers and obstructions



Embarked on digitization of physical artefacts to preserve and disseminate information
and preserve cultural heritage

They plan to establish a foundation to host legacy software and negotiate licences with industry
e.g. Microsoft.
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The first day finished with a panel exploring experiences from memory institutions using the
PREFORMA tools. Five organisations from the PREFORMA consortium were represented on the
panel, chaired by Bert Lemmens from PACKED vzw. As an introduction, panellists were asked
to raise their hands to some quick questions about the PREFORMA tools:


All had used the tools, and had convinced colleagues to try them



3 of 5 are deploying the tools in their production environment



3 of 5 would be willing to pay for development of the tool

One of the issues with adopting the tools is that investigating the standards they are using
internally takes time. Adoption of tools comes after the adoption of standards.
Although the PREFORMA project has been running since 2014, the tools have only reached a
production-ready level within the last year. It is important to test the tools, and integrating a tool
into a production workflow takes time. They need to consider if it is efficient and how it works with
what they already have in place.
The panellists commented that they had found the three suppliers very responsive to their
questions and willing to help and makes changes to the software. Feedback from both sides has
been really important and has created very productive relationships.

Fig. 10 Panel discussion: experiences from memory institutions using the PREFORMA tools

There are still some issues with trust with regards to open source from management. There is a
perception by some that ‘you get what you pay for’ so if the software is free, or the organisation
does not pay a lot, then it is seem as low quality. In the past, software was adopted by institutions
through a procurement process. Without this framework, institutions are having to rethink the
process of adopting the software they need. With the PCP model, much more engagement is
needed. However, the positive aspect of this is the ability to influence and get exactly what you
want.
PREFORMA Deliverable D4.7
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The next step is to bring the tools to a wider market. One of the key offerings the panel would like
to see is expertise. They would like help to analyse files and understand the issues and what they
mean for the archival process.
In terms of lessons learned, the panellists all felt they had had an impact on evaluation of the
results and discussed the added value of working together for the implementation of a joint
procurement. This proved to be good practice for the memory institutions partnering in
PREFORMA as it led to a clearer definition of the requirements, a better control on the process,
and made the outcome easier to evaluate. Overall they found it a positive experience as vendors,
developers and archivists pooled their expertise to create the final products.
The panel remarked that it is very important to think about file formats and standards internally.
PREFORMA has laid the groundwork for increasing knowledge about file formats within their
institutions and helped them to prepare for the future.
Day 2. Thursday 12 October 2017
Monika Hagedorn-Saupe from the Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation was the first speaker
on day 2 of the conference. She spoke about the ‘Situation and perspectives for digital
preservation among cultural heritage institutions’.
She has been involved in the nestor network which aims to raise awareness about digital
preservation and build a network among organisations in Germany. Their aim was not to develop
a technical solution.

Fig. 11 ‘Situation and perspectives for digital preservation among cultural heritage institutions’ by Monika
Hagedorn-Saupe

Nestor produced some of the first reports on digital preservation. They carried out a survey of
their network in 2005 and found very few organisations had a strategy or plan for digital
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preservation, and that knowledge about file formats was very low. Very few organisations had
someone responsible for digital preservation within their institution.
They have since produced a handbook for digital preservation, scientific reports and guidelines,
and have set up the Nestor seal for trustworthy archives. They have a dedicated working group
investigating format detection and have introduced veraPDF and DPF Manager as important tools
to their network.
Development of digital preservation knowledge is still quite uneven. Some organisations are yet
to be convinced about the importance of file format validation, however, in other areas, there is
an increasing understanding, particularly around text and image formats and standards. AV
formats are still being evaluated and they are at a stage of monitoring the formats validated by
MediaConch.
The second talk of the day was ‘Back to the future? Digital preservation needs of future users
anticipated today’ by Milena Dobreva-McPherson of University College London Qatar. She
commented that through the summaries of the projects she can see that a lot of useful work has
been done, but also recognised that many other topics remain for future work. It is difficult to
address the subject of the future and compared it to Alice in Wonderland: how to do know if you
have got there, if you don’t know where you are going?

Fig. 12 ‘Back to the future? Digital preservation needs of future users anticipated today’ by Milena
Dobreva-McPherson

Preservation has many aspects to it. It is seen as a roadmap, users are today’s users – we cannot
predict who the future users are. There are many horror stories about how much data might be
lost – but it is based on projections, you don’t hear that many actual horror stories of lost data.
Research data has many similar challenges to digital preservation, but it remains a separate area
at the moment. Digital preservation funding has been replaced by research data in the EU funding
streams. Again, there was a question about responsibility in relation to preservation. Who should
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be responsible for preserving research data? Librarians? Institutional repositories? Researchers?
Research funding agencies? A new kind of professional?
Milena observed that there are two ways of looking to the future: speculating verses creating.
PREFORMA has taken the second approach: it is creating tools, new models and thinking in
digital preservation.
We need joint efforts to take digital preservation forward. There are not many new initiatives
coming up. We need to think about the next steps and what kinds of projects we want in future.
We need to define what makes digital preservation skills unique and explain how they are
connected to the issues. Milena called on participants to blend with other communities and be
stronger in communicating our value. We are good at hiding behind the words ‘long term’. Users
want results now. We have success stories and we should be more active in sharing them.
The final panel sessions addressed ‘Business models around open source software’ chaired by
Peter Bubestinger-Steindl, AudioVisual Research & Development. The discussion began with
a show of hands – all of the audience uses some kind of open source software, however, only
some of them have ever paid for it.

Fig. 13 Panel discussion: business models around open source software

Open source is often perceived as free work and commercial software is seen as the ‘opposite’.
Open source is also confused with freeware. Jérôme Martinez from MediaArea said that his
organisation is commercial and they develop open source software. He still needs to explain what
open source is nearly every day. Someone needs to pay for it – developers don’t just work for
free, they need to make a living.
Carl Wilson explained how the Open Preservation Foundation’s business model is different. OPF
was set up off the back of a large research project (Planets) to sustain the results. OPF is not
raising revenue from software sales, their income currently comes from membership fees and
projects. It means that any organisation can download the software for free, and OPF members
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get support using the tools they maintain including JHOVE, fido and now veraPDF. The software
OPF adopts is driven by their members’ interests.
As a user, Klas Jadeglans at the National Archives of Sweden, explained that open source
software can be problematic to adopt. When memory intuitions want to buy software they are
used to going through a procurement process. Without anything to procure it is difficult to spend
money on open source software. Klas tests and uses open source software to demonstrate the
benefits internally. It is easier to get funding later to improve the software.
Julia Kim explained that the Library of Congress recently became members of the BitCurator
consortium. It was difficult to find a logical accounting code with the administrators and managers
for the membership. More transparency around different business models would help users to
‘sell’ the idea of open source software internally. She commented that JHOVE is integrated into
their repository – it has become a standard because everyone uses it. She is now also relying on
MediaConch for her work, but is uncertain of how long it will take to integrate it into their production
environment.
There is still a lot of confusion about open source business models. If there is not a price tag, how
do you deal with it? Users want to pay for it, as otherwise it ‘feels like stealing’ but there is not a
process in place.
Secondly, there is still a problem with perception about the quality of open source software in
management. Many users are so reliant on it now that this perception is gone, but it’s still an issue
at management level. It’s difficult to pay for add-on services if the price point it zero – that sets
that anchor for additional costs. We need to break this link between price and quality. Quality is
independent of a licence.
Carl pointed out that the internet is built on open source software. It’s reliable and runs 24 hours
a day. This was highlighted by the Heartbleed bug. It transpired that it was maintained by one guy
in Germany, it was fixed and internet commerce continues to use it. Encryption is another area
where open source has benefits that aren’t always intuitively apparent. Open source means that
the code can get lots of eyes on it and it can be thoroughly tested. When Sony Blu-ray encryption
was released it was cracked within 24 hours. Open source is not a new alternative that came
later, it is the foundation of a lot of the software and systems we use today.
One of the main advantages of open source is that you can test and quality assure your software.
By doing this you can mitigate the perception of lack of quality. The community is also very
important. We are working in a niche area and using open source means you are not dependent
on a single developer (or company). If you want to modify the software you can pay someone
else to do it.
Borje Justrell gave the closing remarks for the conference ‘Looking after PREFORMA’. He
explained that the three conformance checkers would be sustained by the suppliers through
different means, and thanked everyone for their participation in the conference, and for their
feedback throughout the project. He encouraged the audience to read the new PREFORMA
handbook, summarising the project’s work.

3.1.2 DEMO AND POSTER SESSION
After the opening session on the first day, the conference split into two streams, allowing
participants to choose between the conference main track and the possibility to visit the
demonstration desks where the three suppliers were available for questions and further demos
of their software. Hands-on demonstrations have been organised for those who wanted to find
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out more about the conformance checkers where delegates were shown how to install, configure
and use the PREFORMA software. This format, that had also been used in the previous
PREFORMA workshops in Stockholm, Berlin and Padua, proved to be successful, as it led to
interesting and more personal one-on-one conversations.

Fig. 14 Demo session

In parallel, a poster session has been organised in the exhibition area close to the demonstration
desks. PREFORMA invited anyone working in the field of digital cultural heritage, digital
preservation and file formats standardisation to present his/her innovative products, services,
projects, technologies and R&D interests as a poster. Posters have been displayed for free
throughout the whole duration of the Conference and people were encouraged to visit them
particularly during the coffee and lunch breaks. A short presentation by each poster’s author has
been also included in the programme of the Conference.
The posters which has been accepted and displayed at the Conference are:


Automated Quality Assurance in Digital Preservation Service Architecture



I-Media-Cities – Innovative e-environments for Research on Cities and the Media



Enabling shared solutions for effective and efficient digital preservation by Open
Preservation Foundation



Juurtega Jouad Kaugemale… Digiteerime Sinu Pereparandit by the National Library of
Estonia



Digitisation of glass negatives at the SA EVM conservation and Digitisation Centre Kanut
in 2001-2017 by Mari Siiner, Martin Sermat, Joel Leis, Kairi Kruus, Jaanus Heinla

Further information about the posters is available at http://finalconference.preformaproject.eu/poster-session/, from where it is possible to download a high resolution digital version.
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Fig. 15 Poster session
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4 EVENT DISSEMINATION
The dissemination approach adopted to promote the PREFORMA Conference was multichannel
in order to ensure an effective outreach. This consisted on:


Creating a dedicated event website



Linking the conference website directly form the PREFORMA project’s homepage



Leveraging the PREFORMA community database (more than 550 people interested in
digital preservation and in PREFORMA around the world) and the contacts of the media
partner Digital Meets Culture



Creating dedicated online material and asking for its publication on different websites



Creating dedicated newsletters and e-announcements to be published on relevant
portals and mailing lists



Promoting the Conference via social media (particularly Twitter and Facebook)



Creating dedicated printed dissemination material to be distributed at relevant
conferences and workshops



Promoting the event among related projects and initiatives, memory institutions, research
organisations, technology providers, standardisation bodies and anyone dealing with
digital preservation of images, documents and audiovisual files

Based on the visual identity that have been ideated for the conference, based on PREFORMA’s
visual identity and graphic guidelines, the Conference website has been the main dissemination
channel to promote the Conference and to attract participants.
The Content Management System that has been selected as the base technology upon which
the Conference website has been implemented is WordPress (http://wordpress.org), an open
source Content Management System (CMS), blog tool and publishing platform licensed under the
GNU General Public License (GPL).
The website, which can be reached at http://finalconference.preforma-project.eu/, has been
launched in April 2017 with basic information and then enlarged as long as the programme and
the various activities of the Conference were taking shape, in particular starting from the 1st of
September 2017. The main vertical navigation bar features the following menus:
Home. The landing page of the website, a clean-looking and intuitive access point from which all
further navigation begins.
Overview. A webpage describing the context and the objectives of the conference and of the
PREFORMA project, as well as the main target groups.
Registration. The access point through which it was possible to register to the conference.
Registration was free of charge.
Programme. This is the webpage dedicated to the presentation of the full programme of the event.
After the end of the Conference, it has been enriched with the possibility to download all the
presentations delivered.
Speakers and Panellists. A webpage featuring the description and CV of the main speakers and
panellists.
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Exhibitors. This page provides a short description of the open source projects that were
demonstrated during the Conference.
Poster session. The section gave access to the call for posters that was launched in September
and it was then updated to provide a description of the posters that were accepted with the
possibility to download a high resolution version.
Venue. This page provides information about how to reach the venue.
Contacts. An easy-to-use access point for communications with the Conference organisers.
PREFORMA website. A link to the PREFORMA project’s main website.
Videos. This webpage gives access to the videos that have been recorded during the Conference.

Fig. 16 Conference website (home page)
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The graphs below offer a detailed overview on the overall trends of the PREFORMA conference
website in the period 1st of September – 31th of October 2017 according the audience overview
and to the country of provenance of the audience provided by Google Analytics toolkit.

Fig.17 Accesses to the conference website, 1 September – 31 October 2017

The data are positive: more than 1.200 visitors reached the conference website in two months,
with about 2.700 pageviews. The two peaks in the number of visits was correspond to the two
main announcements that were launched through the PREFORMA mailing lists and online
channels in mid-September and a few days before the Conference.
The audience geographic provenance of the conference website is also very broad and the results
are satisfactory: visitors come from 50 countries spanning all the continents, with a clear peak in
Estonia (43,6%).
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Fig. 18 Accesses to the conference website, geographical coverage

In terms of acquisition, direct access and organic search are those which demonstrated to have
a greater impact in the way visitors reached the Conference website. Among the referrals, in the
top-six list we can found the social media (Twitter and Facebook), the project’s website, the official
media partner Digital Meets Culture, the website of the National Library of Estonia and the Open
Preservation Foundation website.

Fig. 19 Accesses to the conference website, sources
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Fig. 20 Accesses to the conference website, referrals channels

Based on the Conference outreach kit produced by the PREFORMA dissemination team to
provide sample texts and images to be used to promote the conference on portals and mailing
lists, a wide number of newsletters, press releases, blog posts, articles and news items were
published by all the partners during the months before the event to announce the conference and
the call for posters and to invite people to register.
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Fig.21 Press releases and announcements

Promotional banners available in 4 different formats as well as a dedicated A3 flyer were produced
and distributed to all the partners to support them the online and offline promotion of the
Conference.

Fig. 22 Promotional materials
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Finally, all the speeches delivered during the conference have been recorded and the videos are
available at the Conference website for the benefit of future users interested in PREFORMA and
in digital preservation.

Fig. 23 Video recordings of the Conference
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5 PARTICIPANTS
Registration for the PREFORMA international conference was managed online via Eventbrite. It
was opened on the 4th of April 2017 and closed the 8th of October 2017 to allow the preparation
of the badges and folders for the participants. It was anyway possible to register directly onsite at
the registration desk that was set up at the entrance of the Conference Hall where the main
sessions took place. The majority of registrations have been collected online. At the registration
desks, the badges and the branded folder with the Conference documentation was handed-in to
each delegate.
The event attracted in total 131 participants. The PREFORMA Consortium was well
represented (20 people + 7 representatives of the PREFORMA suppliers) because project
partners have been heavily involved in the Conference not only as members of the Organising
Committee and presenters, but also by chairing the different sessions and participating in panel
discussions. Staff from the National Library of Estonia was also present to deal with all the aspects
related to the logistics: registration and delegate desk, Conference secretariat, supervision and
technical assistance during the presentations and the demos, supervision of the different
providers (e.g. catering, video recorders), etc.

Fig. 24 Participants in the Conference

Participants came from 28 different countries with a natural predominance of participants from
Estonia. The countries which were most represented were Estonia (40%), Sweden (5%), Finland,
Ukraine, Germany, Great Britain, Latvia and Slovakia (4% each).
In terms of organisational breakdown, attendance to conference mainly included representatives
from public institutions (61%, the majority of which are cultural institutions with a 3% of
institutions belonging to other sectors), research centres and universities (17%) and private
companies (16%). Public administrations and government are also represented (6%).
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The full list of participants in the PREFORMA international conference is reported in the table
below, which includes the affiliations and the geographical breakdown.

First Name
Gevorg

Last Name
Danielyan

Peter
Raman

Bubestinger
Ganguly

Erik
Boris
Bert

Buelinckx
Doubrov
Lemmens

Catharina

Wasner

Natalie

Ostrakova

Marcel
Uwe
Walter
Stefan
Monika

Werner
Kühhirt
Ebert
Rohde-Enslin
Hagedorn-Saupe

Jan Dalsten

Sørensen

Harry
Karin
Olga

Halman
Oolu
Ivashkevitch

Kadi
Justina
Eva
Ragne
Greete
Kerli
Kadri
Lauri
Kati
Aadi
Raivo
Eva-Maria
Jaan
Kadri
Ülle
Marju

Sikka
Pajus
Naripea
Joerand
Veesalu
Auväärt
Nigulas
Leht
Sein
Kaljuvee
Ruusalepp
Artus
Krupp
Varipuu
Laos
Niinemaa
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Company
Armentel CJSC
Armenia Count
AV-RD
University of Vienna
Austria Count
Royal Institute for Cultural Heritage (KIK-IRPA)
Dual Lab sprl
PACKED
Belgium Count
HTW Chur
Switzerland Count
The National Library of the Czech Republic
Czech Republic Count
Landesarchiv NRW
Fraunhofer IDMT
walter.ebert.engineering
Institute for museum research
Institute for museum research
Germany Count
Danish National Archives
Denmark Count
Err
Tallinn University
Estonian Literary Museum, Estonian Folklore
Archives
National Archives of Estonia
Tallinn European School
Film Archives of the National Archives of Estonia
University of Tallinn
Ministry of Finance
Ministry of Finance
Estonian Ministry of Culture
National Archives of Estonia
National Archives of Estonia
National Archives of Estonia
National Library of Estonia
National Library of Estonia
National Library of Estonia
National Library of Estonia
Eesti Rahvusraamatukogu
Estonian Ministry of Culture

Country
AM
1
AT
AT
2
BE
BE
BE
3
CH
1
CZ
1
DE
DE
DE
DE
DE
5
DK
1
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
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Irada

Ayupova

Risto
Elis
Carry
Karl
Indrek
Annika
Ivar-Kristjan
Marika
Benno
Virve
Liisi
Kristel
Tarvi
Mirjam
Signe
Kadri
Joel
Sandra
Mari

Järv
Karpov
Kangur
Jaago
Reimand
Tiko
Hein
Reintam
Aavasalu
Õunapuu
Tõnisson
Veimann
Sits
Rääbis
Tõnisson
Merila-Sander
Leis
Mälk
Siiner

Margit
Kairi

Stamm
Kruus

Karmen
Toõnis
Airi
Kersti
Merilin
Marion
Indrek
heiki
Argo
Kalev
Koit
Vahur

Lillemets
Tamm
Herm
Kuldna-Türkson
Koppel
Kruut
Ibrus
männik
Tali
Truusalu
Saarevet
Puik

Josep Lluis
Victor
David

de la Rosa
Muñoz
Iglesias

Lassi
Pirjo-Leena
Erik
Markus

Lager
Forsström
Lindholm
Merenmies
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State Committee on archives of the Republic of
Tatarstan
Estonian Literary Museum
Eesti Rahvusraamatukogu
Centre of Registers and Information Systems
Estonian Literary Museum
Kultuuriministeerium
Harjumaa Muuseum
Art Museum of Estonia
Eesti Sõjamuuseum
National Archives of Estonia
Hageri muuseum
Tartu Ülikooli raamatukogu
National Library of Estonia
Estonian Ministry of Culture
Estonian Ministry of Culture
National Library of Estonia
Eesti Rahvusraamatukogu
SA EVM
Museum of Estonian Architecture
Conservation and Digitization Center Kanut,
DNDN EOM
National Library of Estonia
SA EVM konserveerimis- ja digiteerimiskeskus
Kanut
The National Library of Estonia
Overall Eesti AS
Estonian War Museum
Art Museum of Estonia
National Library of Estonia
National Library of Estonia
Tallinn University
eesti rahvusringhääling
Andmevara AS
Ratus OÜ
The National Archives of Estonia
Ajapaik.ee
Estonia Count
University of Girona
University of Girona
Ajuntament de Girona - CRDI
Spain Count
National Library of Finland
CSC
Helsingin Yliopisto - Kansalliskirjasto
National Archives of Finland

EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
53
ES
ES
ES
3
FI
FI
FI
FI
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Ville-Pekka
Mikko
Juha

Vainio
Vatanen
Lehtonen

Guillaume
Jérôme

Roques
Martinez

Gemma
Carl
Becky
David
Natasa

Batson
Wilson
McGuinness
Clipsham
Milic-Frayling

Gocha

Goguadze

Daniel

Borosa

Eva

McEneaney

pradeep kumar

mudu

Antonella
Claudio
Nicola

Fresa
Prandoni
Ferro

Alessandra
Gilles

Luciano
Thoma

Svjatoslavs

Matvejevs

Gatis
Inga
Līga
Romans

Karlsons
Šteingolde
Vībure
Makņa

Erwin

Verbruggen

Dominik

Purchala

Milena

Dobreva-McPherson

Gulsina

Khakimova

Gumer

Gaiazov
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CSC - IT Center for Science Ltd.
CSS - IT Center For Science
CSC - IT Center for Science
Finland Count
MediaArea
MediaArea
France Count
Internet Archive
Open Preservation Foundation
Open Preservation Foundation
The National Archives
University of Nottingham
Great Britain Count
International Association TIP
Georgia Count
Croatian Radiotelevision
Croatia Count
Local Government Management Agency
Ireland Count
bhadhanvi it strategies pvt ltd
India Count
Promoter S.r.l.
AEDEKA Srl
Department of Information Engineering
Italy Count
Centre national de l'audiovisuel
Centre national de l'audiovisuel
Luxembourg Count
The National Archives of Latvia, Department of
the Preventive Preservation
National Archives
National Archives of Latvija
The National Archives of Latvia
The National Archives of Latvia
Latvia Count
Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision
Netherlands Count
University of Warsaw
Poland Count
University College London Qatar
Qatar Count
State Committee on archives of the Republic of
Tatarstan
State Commitee on archives of the Republic
Tatarstan

FI
FI
FI
7
FR
FR
2
GB
GB
GB
GB
GB
5
GE
1
HR
1
IE
1
IN
1
IT
IT
IT
3
LU
LU
2
LV
LV
LV
LV
LV
5
NL
1
PL
1
QA
1
RU
RU
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Aleksei

Butakov

Thomas
Therese
Marit
Benjamin
Margareta
Borje
Klas
Bengt
Krister
Jan
Magnus

Wikman
Nykvist
Bengtsson
Yousefi
Ödmark
Justrell
Jadeglans
Neiss
Persson
Karlsson
Geber

Tatjana
Boris
Klavdija
Tine

Hajtnik
Domajnko
Krivec
Završnik

Juraj
Štefan
Andrej
Jaroslav
Lubomir

Strnisko
Sebeš
Bališ
Kamensky
Hribik

Olena
Anatolii
Ihor
Iryna
Heorhii

Chaikovska
Humenchuk
Bondar
Borodkina
Borodkin

Olga

Tkachenko

Julia

Kim

State archives of the Republic of Tatarstan
Russia Count
Infografic AB
Kemikalieinspektionen
Kemikalieinspektionen
Riksarkivet
Stockholm university
Riksarkivet (National Archives of Sweden)
Riksarkivet MKC
National Library of Sweden
National Library of Sweden
SMHI
Riksarivet
Sweden Count
Archives of the Republic of Slovenia
Archives of the Republic of Slovenia
Archives of the Republic of Slovenia
Archives of the Republic of Slovenia
Slovenia Count
University Library in Bratislava
University Library in Bratislava
Tempest
Tempest
Tempest a.s.
Slovakia Count
Kyiv National University of Culture and Arts
Kyiv National University of Culture and Arts
Kyiv National University of Culture and Arts
Kiev National Univercity of Culture and Arts
The National University of Life and
Environmental Sciences of Ukraine
Kyiv National University of Culture and Arts
Ukraine Count
American Folklife Center, Library of Congress
USA Count
Grand Count

RU
3
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
11
SI
SI
SI
SI
4
SK
SK
SK
SK
SK
5
UA
UA
UA
UA
UA
UA
6
US
1
131

Table 1. List of registered participants
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6 CONCLUSION
Hosted by the National Library of Estonia, the PREFORMA International Conference “Shaping
our future memory standards” brought together more than 130 people worldwide to discuss the
importance of standardisation and file format validation for the long term preservation of digital
cultural content, discover the potential of the open source conformance checkers developed in
PREFORMA and look at future challenges and opportunities. It represented a great opportunity
to ask questions of, and exchange ideas with, international experts, fellow archivists and Open
Source developers about file format issues and challenges we are facing today.
The event attracted representatives from memory institutions, research centres, SMEs and public
administrations dealing with digital preservation of images, documents and audiovisual files.
The programme of the conference had a nice balance of presentations, panels and
demonstrations, including speeches by international experts in digital preservation, live
demonstrations of the software, examples and good practices of memory institutions that are
integrating the PREFORMA tools in their environments, and panel discussions to reflect on how
to sustain and further develop the results of the project.
The event was recorded and all the videos and the presentations are available online on the
conference’s website http://finalconference.preforma-project.eu/.
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ANNEX: CONFERENCE SLIDES
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